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Key of LightThe Malory Price Life Plan does not include a quixotic questÃ¢â‚¬â€•but the strangers

on Warrior's Peak claim that she must find a key that will release three souls held captive by an evil

god. Little does she know that the quest will bring her two new friends, the love of her life, and

danger beyond anyone's imagination.Key of KnowledgeTo Dana Steele, books and the knowledge

they hold are the key to contentment. But now that search for knowledge must include the second

key. She won't be alone, for she's formed fast friendships with two very different women. She can't

allow herself to be distracted by the return of the man who broke her heart so long ago, for a danger

beyond anyone's imagination is determined to keep her from completing her quest.Key of ValorLight

and Knowledge have succeeded in their quest, and two of the keys have been found. The final, and

last, test goes to Zoe McCourtÃ¢â‚¬â€•Valor. Zoe has the courage to raise her young son alone,

and to face all the adversity life has thrown at them. But will she have the courage to face a foe

determined to do anything to stop the third key from being foundÃ¢â‚¬â€•even destroying

everythingÃ¢â‚¬â€•and everyoneÃ¢â‚¬â€•she loves?
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In the second book of the 'Key trilogy', it's Dana's turn to find the second key to free the

demigoddesses. But she is not alone, not only she has her newest friends Malory (book 1) and Zoe,

she also has her brother Flynn (book 1) and his best friends Brad and Jordan.Unfortunately, she's

not in the best terms with the latter one. She and Jordan dated once. He broke her heart and left

her. Since he returned in book 1, it was obvious Dana wasn't happy to see him. She's still hurting

and angry over what he did. In this book, we get to see more of that pain and anger and it made the

first stages of their relationship hard to read because I could feel Dana and Jordan's pain.But as

they slowly progress and become lovers instead of "enemies", I enjoyed their relationship even

more so. It was obvious those two still loved each other. I especially loved how there was no BS and

they communicated to accept the hurtful past and prepare for a future together.Other things I

enjoyed very much as well were:*Seeing more of Malory and Flynn (really great news for

them!)*Getting to know more Zoe and Brad (and Brad and Simon). I cannot wait to read their

book.*The climax to the discovery of the key was thrilling and amazing! I did not see coming the

development and absolutely loved it! Definitely more interesting than that of the first

book.Something I didn't like were some sexist comments throughout the book. They definitely

affected the rating (like they affected the rating from book 1). They didn't lessen my interest on the

main plot but they bothered me.OVERALL:'Key of Knowledge' is a great follow up. The quest to find

the keys gets harder but more interesting. The relationships between the six of them (and between

the six of them and Rowena and Pitte) keep developing and I'm loving every moment of it.I cannot

wait to see the end of the quest. The thing I am looking forward the most is seeing the conclusion to

finding the keys and freeing the demigodesses. I need to see Rowena and Pitte have their HEA.

They deserve it after centuries of being waiting.

The Key Series, by Nora Roberts is now my new all time favorite I don't want to give away the

storyline, but I loved the metaphysical flavor, the magic of all three books in the series. This trilogy is

a "feel good" series which I'm sure I'll reread from time to time. I loved how the author brought every

character to life and made the reader feel like he/she was actually in the story. Just awesome!. The

storyline started off really good with the first of book 1 of the series and just kept building, getting

better and better all the way through the end of the third book in the series. You really must read this

trilogy!!

Good Book for a car trip 10 hrs one way and then back home again after visiting. The "Trilogy" is



three related stories that follow three women on a sort of treasure hunt. The book holds your

interest, makes you think, makes you laugh too, in many places. Interesting enough to make you

delay stopping until you get to the end of whatever disck you are on.. Sort of a

mystery/suspense/fantasy with some "Chick Flick" intertwined.

This my third time to read the Keys trilogy. Each time was enjoyable .More than that it made me

relive choices. LOL, I don't think there as a single page that was a let down. Everything thing was

perfectly in place and as always in Nora Roberts' books I did not want it to endLoved everyone and

am ready for a sequel

This was my second Nora Roberts Trilogy...I had previously read the Three Sisters Island trilogy

and was so "sold" that I just had to have more Nora Roberts. This was as good if not better than

Three sisters. The plots always seem to revolve around one of the 3 characters (one per book).I

have just completed my third trilogy: Diamonds of the sun, Tears of the moon and Heart of the Sea.

I loved this series so much I started thinking with an Irish "brough" (sp). I am now ordering my 4th

set and can hardly wait to receive shipment, I feel I am not "reading" unless I am reading a new

trilogy. As with the New Moon series, it is pleasant that the story doesn't just end, you know there

are more to come...until you come to the end of the 3rd book at which time you are ready to move

on to some new characters and plots...but certainly not disappointed. I hope there is a Nora Roberts

fan club, because I will join...some of these trilogies I believe would make great mini-series on

Lifetime Movie Channel. Happy Reading!!!

This is such a great book, that I look forward to going back and reading these stories again like

some that I already have, and I am impatient to read the rest of Nora Roberts' stories right now. Hot,

Hot, Hot, love scenes, a well written, creative and intriguing story about family plus inventive, vivid

characters, all on top of seriously wonderful love and romance. Each story is about one key person,

usual in a family, or close group of friends, they are linked through intricate, messy links and it's

almost like a movie you get the privilege of witnessing about these people's powerful, emotional,

and often times painful journey towards falling in love. Roberts is one of my most favorite author's,

and she doesn't disappoint in this series. Her unique style and classy, yet moving love scenes, paint

a beautiful picture that leaves a person longing for something similar for themselves. All of that is

combined into this fantastic series and make this book a "must-have"!!!! I didn't want to set it

down....seriously!! Lol I was nodding off over my book on several different occasions. Worth the



price and more to have a Nora Roberts book in your library collection!!!!!!

I loved the first book, even though I'm not into romance at all, it was well done where was some

romance. This second book went back to the first book way too much. I don't like to be "reminded"

of what I've already read, I want to see how this second set of characters do their part and get

caught up in their danger and and mysteries. I've been tempted to skip to the end and start on the

last book.
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